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We explore the conformations of an isolated chain molecule as it approaches an impenetrable 
planar surface, by exhaustive enumeration of all the three-dimensional self-avoiding flights on 
simple cubic lattices. We confirm the well-known results that as a chain approaches a surface, 
the number of accessible configurations diminishes, so there is an entropic repulsion, and the 
radius of gyration becomes anisotropic and the chain flattens. Our principal observation here is 
that proximity to a surface causes a chain molecule to develop enhanced amounts of certain 
forms of internal structural organization, namely, helices and antiparallel sheets, the main 
architectures observed in globular proteins. In addition, we compare the process of adsorption 
ofi (i) chains that have no intrachain attraction (i.e., “open” chains); with (ii) chains that 
have strong intrachain attraction (i.e., “compact” chains). We confirm the well-known result 
that open chains undergo an adsorption transition onto the surface. However, we find that the 
adsorption of compact chains differs in one respect. Compact chains appear to undergo two 
types of transition depending on the strength of chain-surface attraction: (i) weak attraction 
leads to a “docking” transition, in which the chain adsorbs without much deformation; (ii) 
strong attraction leads to a “flattening” transition in which the chain adopts a two-dimensional 
ensemble of conformations on the surface. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The interfacial properties of polymers and proteins at 

surfaces are important for many different industrial and bio- 
logical processes including adsorption, adhesion, cohesion, 
wetting, chromatography, biomaterial compatibility, inter- 
actions with membranes, and molecular recognition. It is 
well known that the conformations of chain molecules are 
restricted in the presence of impenetrable surfaces, and that 
chains at interfaces can be considerably perturbed relative to 
their bulk conformations. One property of polymer mole- 
cules that has been studied only more recently, however, is 
the “internal structure” of a chain: certain periodic repeat- 
ing patterns of intrachain contacts, specifically helices and 
parallel and antiparallel sheets. ’ These conformations are 
commonly found in polymeric crystals and globular pro- 
teins. By exhaustive lattice simulations,r4 it has been found 
that increasing the compactness of an isolated polymer chain 
molecule will lead to considerable internal structure. Thus 
the steric constraints imposed by compactness lead to a form 
of ordering. In this regard, this phenomenon bears some re- 
semblance to the ordering that arises in lyotropic liquid crys- 
tals as the packing density increases. 

Since polymer chains near impenetrable surfaces are 

*) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 

subject to steric constraints that restrict their conforma- 
tions, we hypothesize that internal structure in polymers 
might be enhanced as they approach interfaces. We have 
recently found that such enhancement occurs for self-avoid- 
ing chains on two-dimensional square lattices near a one- 
dimensional line interface.5 However, because the nature of 
excluded volume can differ considerably in three dimensions 
relative to two dimensions, we have undertaken here a study 
of three-dimensional chains near a planar interface. Whereas 
we find that the total amount of internal structure is predict- 
ed to be smaller in three dimensions than in two dimensions, 
we find that the factor of increase in structure due to the 
presence of a surface is greater in three dimensions. We find 
different enhancements in three dimensions vs two dimen- 
sions of helices relative to sheets because of the different 
“dimensionalities” of these structures. Also we explore how 
increasing the chain-surface attraction leads to a transition 
from three to two dimensions; we find a single transition for 
chains in an inert solvent (0 intrachain attraction energy), 
but we find two transitions for chains in a very poor solvent 
(strong intrachain attraction energy). 

II. THE MODEL 
Details of exhaustive lattice simulation of isolated 

chains on three-dimensional simple cubic lattice have been 
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presented elsewhere.4 Here we briefly review the main fea- 
tures of the method for isolated chains and describe the 
modification for incorporating the effects of a planar sur- 
face. 

For a chain with n monomers, the ith monomer is repre- 
sented by a unit cube centered at the lattice site ri, 
i= 12 , ,...,n. The bond length is normalized to unity. On the 
cubic lattice ri = (k,l,m), where the integers k, I, and m  are 
coordinates relative to an arbitrary origin. Excluded volume 
is taken into account by forbidding more than one monomer 
to occupy the same lattice site, i.e., ri #ri for i#j. All possi- 
ble conformations of a single chain are enumerated. For each 
conformation, we compute the geometric centroid 

--- 
r cm. = 8;= ,r,/n = (x,y,z) [which is equivalent to the center 
of mass (c.m.) if the monomers have identical masses], the 
square end-to-end distance R ‘, = 1 rn - r ,I *, the square radi- 
us of gyration R $ ~21~ o (ri - qm, (‘/n, and the persistence 
length c1 E r, * ( r2 - r, ) . The number of topological contacts 
t of a conformation2.4 is the total number of monomer pairs 
(ij) that are nearest neighbors in space, ]ri - ri) = 1, but 
are not nearest neighbors along the chain i#j - 1, j + 1. The 
maximum number of topological contacts possible t,,, is a 
function of the chain length. 3,4 Conformations with larger t 
are more compact. The number of monomers in various 
types of secondary structures are also computed (see Fig. 1). 
A discussion of the physical basis for using cubic lattice con- 
figurations in Fig. 1 as models for common protein second- 
ary structures can be found in Ref. 1. A useful tool in our 
analysis is the contact map,2” which is a simple two-dimen- 
sional representation of intrachain topological contacts. 
Any topological contact pair (ij), i <j, is represented by a 
dot at the ith row andjth column of the contact map. Second- 
ary structures correspond to simple regular patterns on the 
contact map (Fig. 1) . 

The impenetrable surface is taken to be parallel to the x- 
y plane. For each conformation of a single chain, the mini- 
mum z coordinate zmin of the chain is identified in order to 
compute the shortest possible separation z,,,, between the 
chain c.m. and a surface parallel to the x-y plane that the 
chain can approach along the direction of negative z axis 
without violating excluded volume [see Fig. 2(a)]. Since 
there is a half-bond distance between the center of a mon- 
omer and its surface, z,,,, rZ - z,,,~” + l/2. 

We first consider the problem when the distance z be- 
tween the chain c.m. and the surface is minimum z = z,.,, , in 
which case there is at least one chain-surface contact. The 
number of chain-surface contacts s is then given by the num- 
ber of monomers whose z coordinates are equal to zmin, 
which is numerically equivalent to the total surface area of 
the conformation at z = Q,, - l/2. As an example, the con- 
formation in Fig. 2(a) has s = 4, and monomers 40,41,42, 
and 43 are those that contact the surface when z = z,,,, . The 
maximum possible z,,,, is one half the chain length, n/2, 
corresponding to the situation when the chain is linear and 
perpendicular to the surface, with a single chain-surface con- 
tact s = 1 between the surface and either end of the chain 
[see Fig. 2(bii) 1. On average, s increases with decreasing 
Z c,m, ; in the extreme situation when the chain conformation 
becomes two dimensional and lies flat on the surface, the 
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FIG. 1. Cubic lattice models of secondary structure and their contact maps. 
Dotted lines circumscribe the fundamental units in each secondary struc- 
ture type that must be present for the configuration to qualify as the corre- 
sponding type of secondary structure (Ref. 4). 

distance between the chain c.m. and the surface is minimum6 
Z c.m. = l/2, while the number of chain-surface contacts is 
maximum s = n. Lattice conformations related by rigid ro- 
tations and space inversion are considered to be distinguish- 
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able4 in our exhaustive enumerations. However, for the pres- 
ent purpose, it is only necessary to generate conformations 
that are not related by rotations and inversions, since com- 
plete data for a class of conformations related by these trans- 
formations can be obtained simply by permuting the + x, 
f y, and 5 z axes of any one of the conformations in the 

class. This reduces the size of any simulation to only about 
l/48 of all possible conformations.4 

To determine the variation of polymeric properties as 
the chains approach the surface, conformations are enumer- 
ated as a function of the chain-surface separation z,,,, . The 
number of n-monomer conformations with z(z,,,, <z’ is de- 
noted by Q, (nlz,z’), where the subscript “a” specifies that 
the chain is “attached” or adhered to the surface, i.e., it has 
at least one chain-surface contact. This is in distinction to 
the superset of conformations, considered below, of “interfa- 
cial” (i) chains, those that are at or near an interface, includ- 
ing conformations that are not necessarily in contact with 
the surface. In the analysis below, conformations are 
grouped by z,.,. into distance intervals of 6z ( > 0). These 
distance intervals are labeled by U, with z, = u& + l/2 and 
u=o12 , , ,a** * Here Q, represents the conformational free- 
dom of attached chains as a function of the distance between 
the chain c.m. and the surface. Only conformational free- 
dom and steric effects of excluded volume are taken into 
account in the enumeration of Q, , so the quantity Q, (n [z,z’) 
is independent of intrachain or chain-surface contact energy. 
The following are general properties: (i) The sum of all Q, is 
the number of all accessible conformations’ of an isolated 
chain Q,(n), 

uzo Q, (nlz,,z,+l 1 = Q,(n); (2.1) 

(ii) Since the maximum possible z,,,. is n/2, Q, (n Iz,z’) = 0 
for z’ > z > n/2. When conformations are grouped into dis- 
tance intervals of width Sz, Q, (n Iz, ,z, + , ) = 0 for u > u,,,,~, 
where 

..-o-.-o-.-o-. 

BULK 

03 

n-l u =- [ I max - 2sz 

FIG. 2. (a) A 43-monomer chain on the 
simple cubic lattice. The dots indicate the 
center of each monomer and the shaded 
area will be in contact with a planar sur- 
face when the cm. distance from that sur- 
face is z = .z,,, In this example, the mon- 
omer pair (32,35) forms an intrachain 
topological contact. (b) All chains whose 
c.m. distance &n/2 belong to the interfa- 
cial region. All five chains are in the inter- 
facial region; the crosses indicate the posi- 
tions of their c.m.‘s. Chains may have the 
same z [(iii) and (iv)], but have a differ- 
ent number of chain-surface contacts; 
only chains (i), (ii), and (iii) are at- 
tached. 

(2.2) 

and here [x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x 
[this notation applies only to Eq. (2.2) 1; (iii) Because any 
distance interval z,<z,,,, <z with z,, = l/2 as the lower 
bound contains the z,,,, = z, = l/2 planar conformations 
that configured on a square lattice, the inequality 

Q, (nlzo,z)>QZ(n) (2.3) 

holds for all z > z,, where Q 0” (n ) is the number of all accessi- 
ble conformations on the two-dimensional square lattice.’ 
As an example, Q, (n jz, ,z, + , ) for n = 14 and Sz = l/8 are 
given in Table I. 

Next we consider “interfacial” chains, all chain confor- 
mations in the interfacial region with n/2)z>z,,,,, which 
may or may not have any chain-surface contacts (z is the 
distance between the impenetrable planar surface and the 
c.m. of the chain). We adopt the definition [Fig. 2(b) ] that 
a chain with z<n/2 is in the interfacial region, otherwise (for 
z > n/2) the chain is in the bulk. A chain molecule in the 
interfacial region is distinguished from a molecule in the 
bulk in that it is capable of making at least one chain-surface 
contact without altering the position of its center of mass. 
Thus attached chains constitute a subset of all interfacial 
chains. 

The present model allows conformations to translate ri- 
gidly in steps of length Sz along the z axis. Hence the number 
Qi(4zu9zu+ I ) of accessible n-monomer conformations, 
with or without chain-surface contacts, whose c.m. distance 
z from the surface is within z, <z <z + Sz = z, + 1, is equal 
to the sum of all conformations with z,,,, <z, 

Qi(nlzu,zu+ 1 I= i Q,(nlz”,z”+,)=Q,(nIZo,ZU+,). 
lJ=O 

(2.4) 
This follows from the fact that each of the Q, ( njzU,zU+, ) 
conformations in all distance intervals u < u can be translat- 
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TABLE I. 0, (AZ,, z.+ , 
&(4G~~” + , 

) is the number of attached conformations and 
) is the number ofinterfacial conformations whose cm. dis- 

tance 2 is within interval u, i.e., z, (z<z, + , , where ,T, S&Z + l/2. The 
table provides exact enumeration data on three-dimensional simple cubic 
lattices for n = 14 and 6z = l/8. The number QE, (n) of n-monomer two- 
dimensional square lattice conformations is 881 500 for n = 14. 

u Q,(~G,G+, 1 Q,(h,,zu+,) 

0 1531364 
1 6662 112 
2 16976448 
3 13644904 
4 36519044 
5 48 117740 
6 61804484 
7 35 661264 
8 78855 188 
9 82 121164 

10 79 106088 
11 37329444 
12 10417552 
13 63652 100 
14 55556520 
15 24741960 
16 43641716 
17 36917688 
18 31008 224 
19 13551872 
20 23 528008 
21 19 124360 
22 15 328024 
23 6408776 
24 10756736 
25 8359760 
26 6391704 
27 2567984 
28 4093792 
29 2979640 
30 2135040 
31 824400 
32 1 24-l 328 
33 846392 
34 563056 
35 201736 
36 292536 
37 184168 
38 111416 
39 36664 
40 50064 
41 28904 
42 15280 
43 4680 
44 5640 
45 2 832 
46 1 248 
47 344 
48 360 
49 112 
50 40 
51 8 
52 2 
53 0 

1 531 364 
8 193476 

25 169924 
38814828 
75393 872 

123 511612 
185 316096 
220983 360 
299838548 
381960312 
461066400 
498395844 
568813396 
632465496 
688022016 
712763976 
756405692 

The Qa (n hi,, + , ) data in Table I indicate that as a 
chain approaches an impenetrable surface, conformational 
freedom diminishes. (The number of conformations de- 
creases as the separation between chain c.m. and the impen- 
etrable surface decreases.) Consequently, in the absence of 
contact interaction energies, there is an entropic contribu- 
tion to the free energy that repels the chain from the surface. 
To bring the c.m. of interfacial chains from the Sz neighbor- 
hood of z’ to that of z requires the free energy 

AG= -kTln 
Qi (nlz,z + 6~) 
Qi(nlz’,z’ + 6~) I 

= - kTln Qa(nlzo,z+~z) 
793323380 

Q, (nlzo,z’ i- sz) I ’ 

824331604 
837883476 
861411484 
880535844 
895863868 
902272644 
9i3029380 
921389 140 
927780844 
930348 828 
934442620 
937422260 
939557300 
940381700 
941629028 
942475420 
943038476 
943240212 
943532748 
943716916 
943828332 
943 864996 
943915060 
943943964 
943959244 
943963924 
943969564 
943912396 
943973644 
943973988 
943974348 
943914460 
943974500 
943974508 
943 974 510 
943974510 

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute tem- 
perature. Forz’ > n/2, the denominators in the logarithms of 
the above equation become Q,(n) [Eq. (2.5)]; AG is the 
increase in entropic free energy when a chain approaches the 
surface from the bulk and finally settles with its c.m. in the 
neighborhood of z. For a chain with n = 14 monomers, the 
total number of conformations Qo(n) in the bulk is 
943 974 510, while the number of conformations 
Q, (nlz,,z,) accessible in the first interval ( 1/2<z,,,. < S/8) 
is 1 53 1 364 (Table I); hence by the above equation, the free 
energy is about 6.4kT to bring the chain c.m. from the bulk 
to the surface. 

To simplify notation in our discussion below, we will 
abbreviate Q, ( n Iz, ,z, + , 1 by Q,(n(z) and Q,(nlzU,zU+,) 
by Q, (n lz) when there is no danger of ambiguity. In adopt- 
ing this simpler notation, it is understood that the distance 
interval width Sz is included implicitly in Q, (nlz) and 
Q, (n lz), and z can only take discrete values of z, as labels of 
the distance intervals u = 0,1,2,... . The schematic notation 
2, will be used to denote summation over all distance inter- 
vals in the interfacial region 

n/2 Un,ax 
.3,2=20 (2.7) 

with urnax defined by Eq. (2.2). Unless otherwise stated, 
Sz = l/8 is used in our analysis below and tl,,, = 52 for 
n = 14. 

III. GEOMETRY AND TOPOLOGY OF INTERFACIAL 
CHAINS 

ed to distance interval tl to become a s = 0 conformation in 
distance interval u that does not contact the surface. These 
contributions are added to the Q, (n(z,,zu + , ) attached 
(s> 0) conformations to give the total number 
Q,(nlzu~zu+ I ) of sZ0 conformations in distance interval U. 
The subscript ‘Y in Qi highlights the interfacial region, 

which is our main focus, although the definition of Qi also 
applies to chains in the bulk. For chains in the bulk, i.e., for 
all distance intervals z, > n/2, 

Qi(nlz,,z,+,) =Qo(n). (2.5) 
Asanexample,Qi(nlzU,z,+,)~Qe,(nlz,,z,+,)forn=14 
and Sz = l/8 are tabulated in Table I. 

(2.6) 

Chan et&: Polymers at interfaces 8545 

Polymer properties in the interfacial region depend on 
the distance z from the surface to the c.m. of the chain con- 
formation. For instance, the average geometrical shape of a 
chain molecule is approximately spherical in the bulk but 
flattens to a disk-like shape when the chain approaches the 
surface. Figures 3 (a) and 3 (b) show the mean square radius 
of gyration R i and end-to-end distance R i as functions 
of chain c.m. distancez from the surface. The parallel (x and 
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FIG. 3. (a)-(c) Properties of interfacial 
chain molecules as functions of c.m. dis- 
tance z from the surface (horizontal scale 
at the bottom) are shown as solid curves. 
The corresponding properties in (a)-(c) 
averaged over UN interfacial conforma- 
tions with specific number of chain-sur- 
face contacts s (horizontal scale at the 
top) are shown as dashed curves with 
dots. (a) Mean square radius of gyration 
R i. The parallel component R L,, , the 
perpendicular component R &, and the 
total R ‘, = R ’ G,, + R ‘,, are plotted sepa- 
rately. The two dashed curves show the 
parallel and perpendicular components of 
average R L as functions of S. (b) Mean 
square end-to-end length R I. As in (a), 11 
and 1 refer to the parallel and perpendicu- 
lar components, respectively. The two 
dashed curves show the parallel and per- 
pendicular components of average R ‘, as 
functions of s. (c) Persistence length. (d) 
Number of topological and chain-surface 
contacts averaged over interfacial confor- 
mations (f(nlz)), and (s(nlz)), are 
shown as solid curves. The corresponding 
averages over attached conformations 
(mlz)), and (s(nlz)), are shown as 
dashed curves. 

y) and perpendicular (z) components are also shown. As a 
chain molecule approaches a planar surface, the average ra- 
dius of the molecule first diminishes slightly and then in- 
creases in the component parallel to the surface, as was also 
observed in two-dimensional systems.5 The persistence 
length a [ Fig. 3 ( c ) ] exhibits similar dependence on z as R L 
and R 5. These features arise because chain molecules near, 
but not on the surface are more compact than those in the 
bulk (see below). These results are obtained by computing 
the average properties at each z using ensembles of Qi (n lz) 
conformations as outlined in Sec. II. Though all conforma- 
tions in the interfacial region are affected by the surface, the 
results in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) indicate that thesurface 
has nonnegligible effects on the average chain dimensions 
only when the chain c.m. approaches to within about twice 
the chain’s average radius of gyration in the bulk. [The root- 
mean-square radius of gyration dm = d (R L (n 103 ) ) i 
for Z-P CO, n = 14 cubic lattice chains in the bulk is 1.93.1 
This confirms observations from three-dimensional off-lat- 
tice Monte Carlo simulations.’ The same “effective range” 
of surface influence also applies to two-dimensional chains 
near a one-dimensional wa1L5 The mean square radius and 
end-to-end distance of a chain increase when the chain c.m. 
is very close to the surface [Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) 1. Similar 
phenomena are predicted for terminally attached chains 
(not considered here) by Douglas et al. using a continuum 
path-integral model.‘O~‘l These effects may be attributed to 

the increased restriction on chain conformational freedom 
by excluded volume in a space near the impenetrable wall, 
which is of an effectively lower spatial dimension than that 
available to chains in the bulk.” 

The ensemble of polymer conformations can be divided 
into subsets, each of which characterizes all the conforma- 
tions with a given numbers of chain surface contacts. Not 
surprisingly, with increasing s, the conformational suben- 
semble becomes increasingly “flattened” onto the surface 
[Figs.3(a),3(b),and3(c)J.Notethataveragesinthefirstz 
interval are close but not identical to the s = n averages be- 
cause the first z interval ( 1/2<z < 5/8) contains nonplanar 
conformations as well as planar conformations. 

When a chain molecule is constrained to make exactly 
one chain-surface contact (s = 1 ), lattice geometry dictates 
that the contact has to be made between the surface and one 
of the two chain ends, and the chain has to adopt a relatively 
extended conformation perpendicular to the surface to avoid 
additional chain-surface contacts. Hence the persistence 
length exhibits a sharp peak at s = 1 [Fig. 3(c) ] and the 
perpendicular dimensions in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) also peak 
at s = 1. The presence of the surface affects the ensemble of 
conformations in the interfacial region, for every c.m. posi- 
tion z < n/2, some conformations are eliminated because 
they run into the surface. As shown in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b), 
even the ensemble of interfacial s = 0 conformations are 
slightly distorted from that in the bulk; on the average, inter- 
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facial chains are slightly flattened along the direction per- 
pendicular to the surface. 

Figure 3(d) shows the average number of intrachain 
topological contacts t and the average number of chain-sur- 
face contacts s among interfacial conformations. Averages 
over two different ensembles are given: (i) all interfacial 
conformations (attached chains included) with or without 
surface contacts; and (ii) all attached chains with at least 
one surface contact. To evaluate these averages as functions 
of z, we define Q, (n]z;t,s) and Q, (nlz;t,s), respectively, as 
the number of interfacial and attached conformations at z 
from the surface with t topological contacts and s chain- 
surface contacts. By definition, 

St0 (E. Q, W ;t,s) = Q, (nlz), 
& ;ro Qa (nlz;v) = Qa (nlz), 

and Q, (n Jz;t,O) = 0. Since the number of s = 0 conforma- 
tions at z is the difference between the number of all accessi- 
ble chains and the number of attached chains, 

Q, (nIz;t,s) 

= szo [Q,(nlz;t,s) - Q,(nlz;t,s)], for s=O 

[Q, (nlz;t,s), for s>O, 

(3.2) 

where the terms in the first summation (enclosed by square 
brackets) equal Q, (nlz - az;t,s). In this notation, the aver- 
age of any function/( n(z;t,s) oft and s over the ensemble of 
interfacial (i) or attached (a) n-monomer conformations at 
z is given by 

(f(nlz)>;,, = 2:=0 8:““6f(nlz;t,s)Q,,(.lz;t,s) 

xSn= 0 x:“Zo Qi/, (nlz;t,s) ’ 
(3.3) 

where the subscript “i/a” in Q,, is a shorthand for “Q, or 
Q,.” Substituting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.3), we obtain the 
interfacial average oft and s, respectively, 

(t(nlz))i = 
2:zo 2;“zo tQ, (nlz;t,s) 

8:= 0 8:“~‘o Qi (n Iz;t,S) (3.4) 

and 

(s(nlz))i = 
E;= ,sE::~ Q, (n(z;t,s) 

X= o 8:-z, Q, (nIz;t,s> 
(3.5) 

as functions of z. 
Figure 3(d) shows that the average number of intra- 

chain contacts (t(nlz) ), and the average number of chain- 
surface contacts (s(n]z)) i are influenced by the surface 
within the same effective range of approximately 2,/m 
as are the other conformational properties shown in Figs. 
3(a)-3( c). There are essentially no surface contacts for 
z > 2dm, and the average number of intrachain topolog- 
ical contacts levels off at approximately the same z. The aver- 
age number of chain-surface contacts increases sharply as 
the chain approaches the surface, limiting to the maximum 

value n as z-+ l/2. The average number of topological con- 
tacts (t( n lz) ) i in Fig. 3 (d) peaks around z = 1, indicating 
that compact three-dimensional chains are favored near a 
two-dimensional surface. However, (t( n lz) ) i diminishes 
when the chain moves further towards the surface, simply 
because flattened conformations very near the surface do not 
allow the formation of maximum number of topological con- 
tacts as in the bulk. For example, for the n = 14 chains 
shown in Fig. 3 (d), no maximally compact t = t,,, chains 
can configure with z<7/8. Similar features were also ob- 
served for two-dimensional chains near a linear surface.5 

When the c.m. position is increased beyond about z = 1, 
the rate of decrease of the average number of intrachain top- 
ological contacts (t(n\z)). for attached chains is much 
greater than those for all interfacial chains. This is because 
each attached chain is constrained to have at least one sur- 
face contact, therefore all attached chains with large cm. 
distance z from the surface must be quite extended and thus 
cannot form many intrachain topological contacts. For the 
same reason, the average number of chain-surface contacts 
(s( n lz) ), for attached chains approaches unity as z ap- 
proaches the boundary between the interfacial and bulk re- 
gion at z = n/2. 

We now consider the probabilities of intrachain con- 
tacts. The main question addressed in this section is how the 
likelihood of a contact between monomers (ij) is affected by 
the proximity of a chain to a surface. First, consider chains in 
the absence of a surface (i.e., in the bulk). Compactness is 
defined3V4 as the ratio p= t /tmax between the number t of 
intrachain topological contacts and the maximum number 
t max of contacts possible for that chain length. We denote the 
number of all accessible n-monomer conformations by 
Q,(n), the number of conformations with a total of t con- 
tacts by Q (‘) (n), and the number of conformations with 
a total of t contacts that include a speczjic contact 
between monomer i and j by Q (I)( n&j). Then AG 
= - kTln[Q”‘(n)/Q,(n)] is the entropic free energy of 

the ensemble of chain conformations with a specific number 
t of topological contacts, relative to the ensemble of all acces- 
sible conformations in the bulk. A few of these free energy 
differences are plotted as horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 
4(c) ; for instance, there is an entropic free energy increase of 
approximately 9kT when n = 14 chains collapse from the 
full ensemble to maximum compactness. 

The relative probabilities of all possible intrachain con- 
tacts in ensembles of fixed t are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 
4(b). These single-contact topological free energy sur- 
faces24 are constructed by plotting the contours of the quan- 
tity{-kTln[Q”‘(n;ij)/QO(n)] + constant}atthe(ij) 
position of the contact map. The t = 3 plot [Fig. 4(a) ] has 
features very similar to that of the full ensemble (i.e., all t, 
O<t<t,,,,, ) shown in Fig. 5 of Ref. 4, the difference in free 
energy between the most disfavored contact at (2,13) and 
the most favored contacts at (1,4) and (11,14) is about 
2.9kT. By contrast, the t = 8 plot [Fig. 4(b)] shows an es- 
sentially flat landscape, the difference in free energy between 
the most disfavored and the most favored contact is only 
0.6kT. This confirms earlier observations in both two’ and 
three4 dimensions that contact formation becomes nearly 
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FIG. 4. Effects ofchain compactness on contact formation, n = 14. Single-contact topological free energy surface in the ensemble of conformations with (a) 
I = 3 and (b) I = 8 topological contacts. Contours are given in 0.3kTsteps. The number of n = 14 conformations with specific t can be found in Table III of 
Ref. 4. (c) Dashed horizontal lines mark the entropic free energy levels, relative to the full ensemble, for ensembles of conformations with specific t. Solid 
curves show the variation with contact order k of average entropic free energy per contact for t = 1, 3, 8, and 10. The solid curve with squares shows the 
corresponding variation for the full ensemble (all t). 

“ideal” in compact chains; i.e., it becomes nearly indepen- 
dent of i and j. This feature is further illustrated by the solid 
curves in Fig. 4(c), which give the average entropic free 
energy per contact as functions of the contact order’ or loop 
size k, where k= Ii - j] for any contact (ij) . For conforma- 
tions with t contacts, the average entropic free energy AG per 
contact of order k, relative to that of the full ensemble, is 
defined3 as 

(0 . . ** 

kTln Q,,(n) - kTln xj-i= k Q (~;zJ)P(zJ) 
Zi--i=k P(ij) I ’ 

(3.6) 
where P( ij) is the probability of the contact (ij) in the en- 
semble. Since P( ij) = Q (I) (n;ij)/Q (‘) (n ), the above quan- 
tity reduces to 

kTln Qo(n) - kTln 
Eji--i=k Q’f’(n;ij)2 

* CZjeick Q(‘)(rz;ij) I 
(3.7) 

The corresponding definition of average entropic free energy 
AGper contact of order k for the full ensemble is obtained by 
replacing Q (I) (n&j> by Q( n;ij) = 8:yxo Q (‘) (n;ij) in Eq. 
(3.7). Figure 4(c) shows the variation of the k dependence 
of these average free energies with the t value of the ensem- 
bles. For conformations in the full ensemble [solid curve 
with squares in Fig. 4(c) 1, contacts of lower orders are fa- 
vored, since the average free energy first increases with k and 
peaks at k = 11 for n = 14. However, as t increases to t,,, , 
the corresponding curve is essentially level, implying that 
contacts of all orders are approximately equally probable. 

How does the probability of a contact (ij) depend on 
the c.m. distance z of the chain from the surface? Now we 
group interfacial conformations into ensembles of specific z 
(i.e., distance intervals of z) instead of grouping conforma- 
tions according to t. Results are given in Fig. 5. The topologi- 
cal free energy surfaces in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show that 
relative formation probabilities of different contacts ap- 
proach that for a two-dimensional chain when the chain c.m. 
is very near the surface. At distance interval u = 0 

( 1/2<z < 5/8), the free energy surface of Fig. 5 (a) has fea- 
tures similar to that of two-dimensional square lattice chains 
(Fig. 6 of Ref. 2). For instance, for n = 14, the most disfa- 
vored contact is (3,12) for both the II = 0 interfacial chains 
and two-dimensional chains. The difference in entropic free 
energy between the most disfavored contact (3,12) and the 
most favored contacts at (1,4) and (11,14) is 2.83kT for 
u = 0 (three-dimensional) interfacial chains and 3.17kT for 
two-dimensional chains. When the chain cm. is only less 
than one half-bond length further from the surface, the free 
energy surface approaches that for three-dimensional chains 
in the bulk. In Fig. 5(b), at distance interval II = 3 
(7/8<z < 1)) the most disfavored contact among interfacial 
chains is shifted to (2,13), the same contact that is most 
disfavored in the bulk (Fig. 5 of Ref. 4). The entropic free 
energy difference between the most disfavored and the most 
favored contact is 2.42kT for interfacial chains at distance 
interval u = 3 compared to 2.59kT in the bulk. Figure 5 (c) 
shows the average entropic free energy per contact for con- 
tacts of different orders k (solid curves). In the open ensem- 
ble, loops of small k = Ii - j] are favored relative to larger 
loops. Increasing the compactness in bulk chains increases 
the probabilities of larger loops more than it increases the 
probabilities of smaller loops. In contrast, the proximity of a 
surface does not change much the relative probabilities of 
larger vs smaller loops. The k dependence changes gradually 
from that of a three-dimensional chain in the bulk to that of a 
two-dimensional chain (otherwise unconstrained). The sol- 
id curves share similar profiles, though low-order contacts 
are slightly more favored relative to high-order contacts in 
two-dimensional chains as compared to three-dimensional 
chains.2V4 The dashed horizontal lines in Fig. 5 (c) mark the 
entropic free energy levels of interfacial chains as a function 
of z. Entropic free energy does not increase sharply until the 
chain c.m. is well within the effective range of influence 
2,/m of the surface. For n = 14, only 1. 15kTis required 
to bring the chain c.m. from the bulk to within one bond 
length (U = 8) of closest approach to the surface, while 
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FIG. 5. Effects of cm. distance z from the surface on contact formation, n = 14. Single-contact topological free energy surface in the ensemble of interfacial 
conformations with (a) 1/2<2 < 5/S and (b) 7/8<z < 1 corresponding, respectively, to distance intervals u = 0 and u = 3 of Table I. Contours are given in 
0.3kTsteps. (c) Dashed horizontal lines mark the entropic free energy levels, relative to the full ensemble in the bulk, for ensembles of interfacial chains in 
different c.m. distance intervals. Solid curves show the variation with contact order k of average entropic free energy per contact for different c.m. distance 
intervals. The solid curve with squares shows the corresponding variation for the full ensemble in the bulk (z> n/2). Except for the label “2D” for the 
ensemble of two-dimensional t = l/2 conformations, the dashed lines and the solid curves without squares are identified by the cm. distance label u of Table 
I, where (U + 4)/8<z < (U + 5)/S at interval U. 

6.98kT is required to completely flatten the chain onto the 
surface. 

Figure 6 shows that surfaces tend to favor the formation 
of certain classes of contacts in polymers-specifically, they 
favor those contacts that correspond to helix and antiparal- 
lel sheet conformations. Three topological free energy sur- 
faces for interfacial chains at distance interval u = 1 
(5/8<z < 3/4) are shown in Fig. 6. The contour plots give 
the relative free energies (negative logarithm of relative for- 
mation probabilities) of all possible second contacts after a 
given first contact has already been formed; see Ref. 4. The 
three plots in Fig. 6 indicate that secondary structural motifs 
are favored for interfacial chains close to the surface. The 
few most favored second contacts in Fig. 6(a) at (4,7), 
( 8,11), and (5,lO) correspond to either a helix or an antipar- 
allel sheet pattern. The most favored contacts in Figs. 6(b) 

and 6(c) are, respectively, (6,9) and (5,lO); both of these 
correspond to an antiparallel sheet pattern (see Fig. 1) . This 
is to be expected, since interfacial chains are intermediate 
between three-dimensional chains in the bulk and two-di- 
mensional planar conformations, and secondary structural 
motifs are favored by the first pair of contacts in both two2 
and three dimensions.4 At c.m. distance interval u = 1, the 
impenetrable planar surface alters significantly the topologi- 
cal free energy surfaces of interfacial chains in Fig. 6 from 
the corresponding free energy surfaces in the bulk (Fig. 2 of 
Ref. 1, Figs. 13 and 14 in Ref. 4). The quasi-two-dimensional 
nature of these interfacial chains is underscored by the fact 
that all of the most disfavored contacts in Fig. 6-(3,8), 
(7,12) in Fig. 6(a), (1,8), (7,14) in Fig. 6(b), and (2,9), 
(6,13 ) in Fig. 6( c&correspond to implied blocks or prohi- 
bited contacts in two dimensions.2S3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 1213 14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 121314 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1213 14 

Prohibited contact 

FIG. 6. Topological free energy surfaces with a given first contact for interfacial chains with c.m. distance 5/8<z < 3/4 (interval u = 1 in Table I). (a) An 
order 3 contact is given; (b) an order 5 contact given; and (c) an order 7 contact is given. Contours are plotted in 0.3kTsteps in (a) and (b) and in 0.4kTsteps 
in (c). The number of conformations enumerated for (a), (b), and (c) are, respectively, 919 580,306 992, and 139 112. Some features of these free energy 
surfaces are similar to the corresponding free energy surfaces of two-dimensional chains (Ref. 2). 
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IV. SURFACE ENHANCEMENT OF SECONDARY 
STRUCTURE 

Does the proximity of a surface enhance the internal 
structure in a chain molecule? Figure 7 shows the increase in 
the fraction of helices, parallel and antiparallel sheets, and 
turns as a chain of length n = 14 approaches a surface. Let r 
label the type of secondary structure (defined in Fig. 1) . The 
fraction of monomers S’jr) (n jz) in secondary structure of 
type r is computed by averaging the fraction of monomers in 
that secondary structure type over the ensemble of Qi (n lz) 
interfacial n-monomer conformations at z. Figure 7 shows 
that helices, antiparallel sheets, and turns increase monoton- 
ically as the chain c.m. approaches the surface. Parallel 
sheets are also enhanced near the surface, but the fraction of 
monomers in parallel sheets decreases when z decreases be- 
low z = 1. This is because parallel sheets in two dimensions 
are less favored than in three dimensions, since there are 
more steric constraints that chain sections connecting paral- 
lel strands must circumvent.3 For n = 14, the total second- 
ary structure in the bulk and at the surface (U = 0 distance 
interval, 1/2<z < 5/8) are 4.49% and 12.6%, respectively. 
Thus the surface enhancement factor, i.e., the ratio of the 
maximum secondary structure fraction at OT near the surface 
to the corresponding fraction in the bulk is 2.81 for all sec- 
ondary structure types combined. While the absolute 
amount of secondary structure in three dimensions is less 
than that in two dimensions (total secondary structure for 
n = 14 two-dimensional chains is 14.4% in the bulk and at- 
tains a maximum of 18.4% near a surface), the surface en- 
hancement factor in three dimensions is larger than the sur- 
face enhancement factor in two dimensions. For instance, 
for n = 14 interfacial two-dimensional chains configured 
close to a linear surface, there is a maximum of a 1.27-fold 
increase in total secondary structure relative to chains in the 
bulk. 
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The amount of internal structure increases with the 
length of the polymer chain; see Fig. 8 (a). The maximum 
secondary fractions for interfacial chains are shown in Fig. 
8 (b); these also increase with chain length. 

Figure 9 shows the surface enhancement factors for all 
secondary structure types for three-dimensional chains as 
functions of chain length n. While there are variations in the 
magnitude of surface enhancement of individual types of 
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FIG. 9. Chain-length dependence of surface enhancement factor of second- 
ary structure in three dimensions. 
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FIG. 10. Chain-length dependence of surface enhancement factor of sec- 
ondary structure in two dimensions (see Refs. 2 and 3 for details). 

secondary structure, the total secondary structure surface 
enhancement factor is almost constant ( ~2.8) throughout 
the range of chain lengths studied. Within the range n = 9- 
14, enhancement of some structural types (antiparallel 
sheets and turns) are more stable than the others (helices 
and parallel sheets). The limited exhaustive simulation data 
on short chains prevents us from performing accurate ex- 
trapolations of surface enhancement factors for individual 
structural types to large n. Nevertheless, judging from the 
trend shown in Fig. 9, it is reasonable to expect comparable 
surface enhancement to persist to longer chains, at least for 
total secondary structure. In any event, Fig. 8(b) strongly 
suggests that the absolute amount of enhanced secondary 
structure in interfacial molecules near or at an impenetrable 
surface increases with chain length. The two-dimensional 
model,5 however, suggests that even the surface enhance- 
ment factors of individual types of secondary structure re- 
mains approximately constant as chain length increases. 
Figure 10 shows the chain-length dependence of surface en- 
hancement of secondary structure in two dimensions for in- 
terfacial chains near a linear impenetrable surface relative to 
chains in the bulk for n = 9-20. The plot indicates that over 
a considerably wider range of chain lengths than are current- 
ly possible to study by exhaustive simulations in three di- 
mensions, surface enhancement factors for individual sec- 
ondary structure types are relatively constant. 

V. CHAINS WITH CONTACT INTERACTIONS 

In the preceding sections, we have considered self- 
avoiding chains at or near impenetrable surfaces in the ab- 
sence of any energetic interactions. In this section, we aug- 
ment this model by including two types of (spatially 
short-ranged) contact interactions in interfacial chains: (i) 
an energy E for any intrachain topological contact, and (ii) 
an energy u for any chain-surface contact. In this model of 
interacting chains, the free energy of n-monomer chain mol- 
ecules in the interfacial region with c.m. distance at z is 

AGi/, (n IWP) 
kTln 

Z:=, Z>Jo Q,, (nlz;t,s)e- (Ef+05)‘kT =-- 
gmlo ,(0(,),-.t/kT 1 

(5.1) 
relative to chains in the bulk with the same intrachain con- 
tact energy E. In Eq. ( 5.1)) Q (‘) (n) is the number of n-mon- 
omer conformations in the bulk with t intrachain contacts 
and Qi,a (n ]z;t,s) is the number of interfacial (or attached) 
n-monomer conformations at z with t intrachain contacts 
and s chain-surface contacts [see Eqs. (3.1)-( 3.3) 1. 

Figure 11 gives free energy as a function of z for a range 
of chain-surface contact energies (T for chains that are either 
open (E = O), or compact (E = - 3k7’) in the bulk. We first 
consider E = 0 interfacial chains. For noninteracting chains 
E = Q = 0, free energy increases as interfacial chains ap- 
proach the surface, reaching at the surface to a level of 6.4kT 
above that of chains in the bulk, as has already been noted in 
Sec. II. That is, in the absence of chain-surface contact ener- 
gy, there is an entropic repulsion that prevents interfacial 
chains from approaching the surface. If there is a repulsive 
energy between chain monomers and the surface, the free 
energy at the surface is even higher relative to the bulk, for 
u = + 1kTand e = 0, it amounts to19.9kT for n = 14. On 
the other hand, the entropic repulsion from the surface can 
be overcome by attractive interaction between the surface 
and chain monomers. For chains that are open in the bulk 
E = 0, and attractive chain surface contact energy of 
U= - 1kT is sufficient to give a free energy at the surface 
7.26kT lower than that in the bulk. When the chain-surface 
attraction becomes stronger, at a = - 3kT, the free energy 
drops to - 35.lkT at the surface, and the free energy be- 
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FIG. 11. Free energy AG, (nlqe,a) of n = 14 interfacial chains, relative to 
the free energy ofchains in the bulk with the same intrachain interaction, as 
a function of cm. distance .z from the surface. Data for chain-surface con- 
tact energies c = 1, 0, - 1, and - 3kTare plotted for intrachain contact 
energies E  = 0 and e = - 3kT. The E  = - 3kTcurves are displaced verti- 
cally to give a clearer presentation. Numbers that label the curves corre- 
spond to o in units of kT. The free energy of attached chains AG, (nlz;e,cr) 
for n = 14, E  = (T = 0 is also shown. 
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comes significantly negative when the chain is closer to the 
surface than twice the bulk radius of gyration 2dm. The 
z dependence of free energy of s > 0 attached chains is also 
shown in Fig. 11. Even in the absence of chain-surface at- 
traction ((T = 0), the free energy increases as the c.m. of an 
attached chain moves away from the surface. This is a conse- 
quence of the requirement that an attached chain must con- 
tact the surface at least once. Therefore, attached chains 
with large z have to adopt a linearly extended configuration, 
thus conformational freedom is seriously restricted. 

When there is sufficient intrachain attraction, chains 
adopt compact conformations in the bulk. For example, for 
n = 14 chains in the bulk with intrachain contact energy 
E = - 3kT, the average number of intrachain contacts is 
(t ) = 9.81, which translates to an average compactness 
(p) = 0 )hm, of 0.981, since t,,,,, = 10 for n = 14. In the 
bulk ensemble, 86% of the chains have the maximum num- 
ber tmax and 10% of the chains have the second highest num- 
ber t,,, - 1 of intrachain contacts. The free energy 
AG,(nlz;~,a) + e(t) for n = 14, E = - 3kT interfacial 
chains is plotted in Fig. 11, where the constant displacement 
e(t) = - 29.43kT of the free energy AGi of E = - 3kT 
chains relative to that of E = 0 chains is the average total 
intrachain contact energy of E = - 3kTchains in the bulk. 
If there is no attraction between the chain monomers and the 
surface, or if there is a chain-surface repulsive energy, chains 

I 

that are compact in the bulk are disfavored near the surface 
(see the CT = 0, + 1kTcurves in Fig. 11). However, the free 
energy does not rise significantly above its bulk value until 
the chains are much closer to the surface than that for E = 0 
open chains. This is becausethe c.m. of a compact conforma- 
tion can be much closer to the surface than an open confor- 
mation. When the chain-surface attraction is high 
(g = - 3kT), the entropic repulsion of compact conforma- 
tions from the surface is overcome. An interesting feature 
arises when the chain-surface attraction is intermediate 
(u = - 1 kT) . As a compact chain approaches the surface, 
the free energy first decreases and then increases. The free 
energy first decreases because energetically favorable chain- 
surface contacts are formed when the compact conforma- 
tions first touch the surface. However, further approach 
towards the surface is impossible without breaking some of 
the energetically favorable intrachain topological contacts. 
In the example of n = 14 shown in Fig. 11, no maximally 
compact conformations are allowed in the region z < 1, this 
accounts for the rise in free energy when z decreases below 
z= 1. 

Now consider any polymeric property f’n Iz;t,s), [see 
Eq. (3.3) 1. The dependence off on the two contact energies 
E and o in the entire ensemble of interfacial or attached 
chains is given by the average of inter-facial (i) or attached 
(a) conformations over all c.m. positions 1/2<z<n/2: 

(f(nle,u)ji,, _XE;~Lftz~ ~~‘~f(n~Z;t,~)Qi,,tn~z;t,S)e-(~~+~~)’~~, 

I- l/2 Z:= o 8>Z, Q,, (n Iz;t,s)e - (ct + Us)‘kT 
(5.2) 

where the notation 8, is the defined in Eq. (2.7). To com- 
pute averages in Eq. (5.2), the denominator requires the 
sum of conformations 2:? ,,2 Qi,a (n jz;t,s) over all z in the 
interfacial regionI with any given t and s. The n = 14 exam- 
ple of XI/=’ ,,2 Q,, (n jz;t,s) is tabulated in Table II. 

Figure 12 shows the properties of open and compact 
chains as the chain-surface attraction increases (c becomes 
more negative). For interfacial chains that adopt open con- 
formations in the bulk (E = 0), both s and z go through rela- 
tively sharp transitions for - 1.5(~< - 0.5kT. When (T is 
less than - 1.2kT, the chains have nearly the maximum 
number of chain-surface contacts and the minimum c.m. 
distance (z=: l/2), indicating that the chains adopt essen- 
tially two-dimensional conformations on the surface,which 
is consistent with the free energy data shown in Fig. 11. On 
the other hand, the number of topological contacts t does not 
change much with 0. In the absence of intrachain contact 
energy, the number of intrachain contacts for two-dimen- 
sional conformations does not differ much from that of 
three-dimensional conformations in the bulk (see Sec. VI). 
The value of (TU - 1.2kT at which the average s and z of 
interfacial chains (solid curves) and attached chains 
(dashed curves) bifurcate corresponds to the strength of 
chain-surface interaction which is sufficient to cause an 
overwhelming majority of interfacial chains to adhere to the 
surface. When the chain-surface attraction is weaker 
(a> - 1.2k7’), the variation ofs and t for attached chains is 

I 
more gradual than that for inter-facial chains. As attached 
chains are constrained to be close to the surface, even at 
u = 0, there are more than three chain-surface contacts on 
average and the average cm. is less than two bond lengths 
from the surface. 

For interfacial chains that are compact in the bulk, the 
situation is very different [see Fig. 12(b) for E = - 3kT 
chains]. The principal distinction from the E = 0 case is the 
variation in the number of intrachain contacts t. As chain- 
surface attraction increases, the three-dimensional compact 
conformations collapse onto the surface to become confor- 
mations that are essentially two dimensional. This process is 
accompanied by the reduction of intrachain contacts, as the 
maximum number t,,,,x of intrachain contacts possible is 
higher in three4 than in two3 dimensions. For n = 14, t max = 7, and t,,, = 10 in two and three dimensions, respec- 
tively. When the chain-surface attraction is sufficiently 
high, the E = - 3kTcompact molecules in the bulk become 
essentially two-dimensional compact molecules.3 When the 
collapse onto the surface is complete as (+-+ - ~4, the aver- 
age compactness of E = - 3kT two-dimensional chains is 
(p) = 0.963. 

Compact chains undergo two types of transition onto 
the surface. First, if the chain-surface attraction is much 
weaker than the chain-chain attraction, then the chains can 
“dock” onto the surface, but without much internal defor- 
mation. Second, as the chain-surface attraction is further 
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TABLEII. The number of conformations 1:” ,,* Q,(nlz;r,s) in theentireinterfacial region 1/2<z<n/2asafunction ofthenumberofintrachain topologicalcontacts tand thenumberofchain-surfacecontactss. Chains 
with at least one surface contact s>O belong to the ensemble of attached conformations [Eq. (3.2)], hence X~~,,2Q,(nlz;t,s) = Z:‘,‘,,, Q,(nlz;t,s) for s>O. For 6z= l/8, a total of 2,,2:/,‘,,1 
Q, (nll;f,s) = 38 935 490 822 interfacial conformations are considered. Among them Qc(n) = 943 974 510 are attached conformations, while 37 991 516 312 ares> 0 interfacial conformations that do not contact the 
surface. 

s t=O t= 1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6 t=7 r=8 t=9 t=10 

0 7111428064 10140776108 8 665 993 280 5 927 029 800 3355332488 1 643 352 088 768 662 108 272 906 360 87 226 288 13 136 704 5 673 024 
1 36 374 890 44216664 33 077 840 20 270 848 10112240 4 529 656 1742 424 494 880 126 544 16 224 0 
2 30 740 952 64 209 268 58 305 704 38 618 688 21 177 392 9 718 872 4 246 492 1 190456 399 840 5904 19 488 
3 41471264 47 063 240 38 706 904 26003064 14 270 056 6 580 960 2 762 544 850 232 173 472 38 592 0 
4 28 241468 33 582 560 27 876 252 20119040 11430 568 5 905 472 2 895 396 1097 480 330 176 57 384 25 824 
5 18 266 688 25 287 816 19 970 832 13 299 336 7 763 384 3 820 336 1982 488 813 184 261984 42 288 8448 
6 11 850252 16 468 564 13 581080 9404396 5 603 316 3 032 908 1572 848 723 880 273 336 67 184 - 32 688 
7 7 429 104 10491912 9 413 696 6317880 364.0208 1915008 1012 592 425 904 201 824 21456 24 480 
8 4 414 984 6 596 808 5 737 088 4 129 944 2 525 340 1 357 716 709 104 330 192 119 824 35 816 13200 
9 2 578 800 4081 112 3 545 008 2 568 904 1 543 352 765 024 393 536 157 600 50640 4544 0 

10 1517 700 2 164 796 2 077 612 1552 204 944 088 480 944 239 120 85 816 19704 0 0 
11 875 856 1268 704 1 152 472 807 920 475 440 215 632 86 688 14 916 0 0 0 
12 269 460 708 364 721912 499 520 271 176 113 808 58048 4136 0 0 0 
13 142 024 191008 154 oal 91488 45 280 20 192 5 872 0 0 0 0 
14 167 468 243 536 211 736 133 888 76 304 29 776 15 912 2 880 0 0 0 
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increased to become comparable to the chain-chain attrac- 
tion, the surface then competes for monomers and the chain 
“flattens” onto the surface; see Fig. 12(b). 

For the same reasons discussed above, E = - 3kT at- 
tached chains show a more gradual variation of properties 
than interfacial chains as o-0. Furthermore, average at- 
tached chain c.m. distance z from the surface is shorter for 
E = - 3kTchains than E = 0 chains, and the average num- 
ber of chain-surface contactss is larger in E = - 3kTchains 

9 than E = 0 chains at (T = 0. This is because compact chains 
can be configured with their centers of mass closer to an 

impenetrable surface than open conformations, and a 
smaller z is correlated with a larger number of chain-surface 
contacts [Fig. 3 (d) 1. 

Figures 13 and 14 show the amount of internal structure 
as a function of the chain-surface attraction energy for E = 0 
and 3, respectively. Because increased surface attraction 
leads to reduced average c.m. distance of the chain from the 
surface, internal structure of open chains is enhanced by sur- 
face attraction. The ensemble-averaged fraction of mon- 
omers in various secondary structure types (see Fig. 1) are 
defined as 

2f=, Z:zo Q,,, (nlz;t,s)e- (rr+us)‘kT 
(5.3) 

For chains without intrachain interaction, i.e., E = 0 chains 
that adopt primarily on conformations in the bulk, there is 
an approximately threefold increase in total secondary 
structure relative to the bulk for o< - 1.5kT [Fig. 13(a), 
see also Fig. 71. While helices of type (iii), antiparallel 
sheets and turns are enhanced when surface attraction - a 
increases, there is a small decrease in parallel sheets, while 
helices of types (i), (ii), and (iv) decrease sharply once the 
surface attraction increases, i.e., u decreases beyond the val- 
ue that is just sufficient to cause the majority of interfacial 
chains to become attached [Figs. 13 (a) and 13 (b) 1. This is 
because the latter three types of helices (see Fig. 1) cannot 
configure on a two-dimensional square lattice, therefore 
they are eliminated when the chain molecules flatten onto 
the surface. (The monomer fractions in these three types of 
helices approach zero as cr-+ - CO .) 

0.50 I I I I I 
0.45 - &=-3 - 

2 0.40 - 
g 0.35 - 
g 0.30 Total - 

5 0.25 - 
2 6 0.20 All Helices - 

2 0.15 1.10 - 
0.05 Antiparallel Sheets - 
0.00 I I I I , (4 

5 IO” 

‘tj 
2 1 o-2 
UY 
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$ IO3 
g 
Eii 
0 104 

i&J I I 1 I , (b) 1 *- 
-3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 

Chain-Surface Contact Energy G /kT 

FIG. 14. Secondary structure vs chain-surface contact energy D in n = 14 
molecules with intrachain contact energy of 6 = - 3kT. Solid and dashed 
curves have the same meaning as in Fig. 13. 

I 
When v decreases below - 1.2kT, interfacial and at- 

tached chains have essentially identical amounts of second- 
ary structure because nearly all interfacial chains are at- 
tached to the surface for chain-surface attraction stronger 
than 0 = - 1.2kT, as indicated by Fig. 12(a). When 0 in- 
creases above u’=: - 1.2kT, the rate of decrease of total sec- 
ondary structure in attached chains is more gradual than 
that in interfacial chains. This is because most interfacial 
chains will leave the surface and adopt conformations very 
similar to that in the bulk once the surface attraction de- 
creases below certain critical value. On the other hand, at- 
tached chains are required to maintain contact with the sur- 
face; the full ensemble of attached conformations summed 
over ail c.m. distances z can only approach that of bulk 
chains when u = 0. 

When compact chains are attached, there is some en- 
hancement of the sheet content, but no enhancement of helix 
content. This is accounted for by the fact that both types of 
structure are already significantly present in compact chains 
even in the absence of a surface. For the reasons discussed 
above, type (i), (ii), and (iv) helices are eliminated when 
surface attraction is strong. Despite the enhancement of he- 
lices of type (iii) as udecreases, the concomitant attenuation 
of the other three helix types results in an approximately 
constant amount of total helices that does not have much 
variation with u. The number of turns also remains approxi- 
mately constant. The approximately 30% enhancement of 
total secondary structure at u < - 2.5kTrelative to u = 0 is 
primarily due to the enhancement of antiparallel sheets, and 
to a lesser degree, the enhancement of parallel sheets, which 
is a consequence of the fact that there are more sheets in two3 
than in three dimensions.4 

VI. OPEN AND COMPACT POLYMERS IN THE BULK 
AND ON SURFACES 

In this section, we consider some approximate scaling 
relationships by which we can estimate the flattening transi- 
tion energy13-r9 for longer chains. We first consider an n- 
monomer chain molecule with no intrachain interaction 
E = 0 that is in contact with the surface. Let the number of 
all accessible conformations in two and three dimensions be 
Q:(n) and Q,(n), respectively. Q,“(n) corresponds to the 
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conformational freedom on the planar surface of the ensem- 
ble of all two-dimensional conformations, referred to here as 
the “two-dimensional state.” Q,(n) represents the confor- 
mational freedom of the ensemble of all attached conforma- 
tions [see Eq. (2.1) 1, referred to as the “three-dimensional 
state.” For an inert surface, i.e., at chain-surface contact 
energy u = 0, the average number of chain-surface contacts 
(s)~ of attached chains should be approximately proportion- 
al to the surface area of the conformation (~),,&,n~‘~, for 
some constant K,, where K 0~ l/2 is suggested by the exact 
n = 14 results in Fig. 12(a). The complete collapse of all the 
attached chains onto the surface (to the two-dimensional 
state) will cost a change (reduction) of 
k ln[Q~(nM20(n)] in conformational entropy. On the 
other hand, the number of chain-surface contacts s will be 
maximized by the same process to s = n. Thus on average 
n - Kon2’3 chain-surface contacts are made in addition to 
the average (s)~ of chain-surface contacts present among 
noninteracting attached molecules in the three-dimensional 
state. In order that the two-dimensional state is favored, the 
gain in entropic free energy must be overcompensated by the 
decrease in contact energy supplied by the additional chain- 
surface contacts. Hence a chain-surface contact energy that 
is more negative, i.e., more strongly attractive, than the criti- 
cal value 

kT nkT a, = ln Q&Q [ 1 ~ = 
n - Kon2’3 Q,(n) n - Kon2’3 

(6.1) 
is required to favor collapse of attached chains onto the sur- 
face. The last equality in Eq. (6.1) is obtained by using the 
large n formulas” Q:(n) -n%;,Q,(n) -nY&, and ne- 
glecting terms of order (In n)/n and l/n. Exact lattice simu- 
lations give p Z ~2.64 for two-dimensional square lattices 
and p3 -4.68 for three-dimensional simple cubic lattices.2*4 
Application of the first equality in Eq. (6.1) with K0 = I/2, 
Q,“(n) = 881 500, and Q,(n) = 943 974 510 to n = 14 
chains yields a, = - 0.63kT, which corresponds approxi- 
mately to the value of u in Fig. 12(a) at the midpoint of the 
transition of attached chains from three-dimensional to two- 
dimensional conformations. ,The last term in Eq. (6.1) is 
plotted in Fig. 15 which shows the critical chain-surface 
contact energy a, for chain lengths n< 1000, computed using 
K,, = l/2 and the values of ,uLz and ,+ for square and cubic 
lattices. a, shows very little variation with chain length, 
UOZ - 0.6kT throughout the entire range of n plotted. In 
the infinite chain length limit, n-t CO, o. for E = 0 chains 
approaches kTln(p2/p3) = - 0.57kT. 

It is noteworthy that the transition energy estimated 
here for excluded-volume chains with at least one monomer 
attached to the surface approximately coincides with some 
of the earlier estimates of the transition energies for termi- 
nally attached chains with excluded volume. For instance, 
the latter was estimated by Ishinabelh using exact enumera- 
tions on tetrahedral and simple cubic lattices to be in the 
range between - 0.60 and - 0.45kT, and Eisenriegler, 
Kremer, and Binder” obtained - 0.44kT for the corre- 
sponding transition energy by Monte Carlo simulations on 
tetrahedral lattices. 
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FIG. 15. Chain-length dependence of critical energies. l 2 and E, are critical 
intrachain contact energies for the transition between open and compact 
conformations in two and three dimensions. o0 and oc are the critical 
chain-surface contact energies for the transition between the two- and 
three-dimensional polymeric states. a,, and (~c applies to open and compact 
polymers, respectively. See the text for details. 

Polymers have compact”‘4 conformations when their in- 
trachain attraction is strong. We now consider a chain mole- 
cule whose - E is sufficiently large that the overwhelming 
majority of both its two- and three-dimensional conforma- 
tions are maximahy compact, i.e., with t = t z’,‘, and 
t = t !,:&, where t 22x and t giX are the maximum number of 
intrachain contacts that characterize the total number 
Q”,(n) -K; and Q, (n ) -K: of maximally compact n-mon- 
omer conformations in two and three dimensions, respec- 
tively. Exhaustive simulations give k2 z 1.41 for square lat- 
tices3 and K 3 z 1.74 for simple cubic lattices.4 In the absence 
of chain-surface interaction, i.e., at cr = 0, three-dimension- 
al compact conformations in contact with the surface on 
average should have (s) c z n2’3 chain-surface contacts. 
Hence additional n - n 2’3 chain-surface contacts are made 
when the transition to the compact two-dimensional state is 
completed. The change in entropy in the transition from 
three- to two-dimensional conformations is 
k In [ Q $ ( n)/Qc (n) ] and the change in the total intrachain 
contact energy is E(t:ix - tgJx 1, since 
tk2 #t!z!x [cl% <tmax (3) for n>7 (see Refs. 3 and 4) 1. The 
latter effect is specific to compact polymers. The combined 
contribution from these factors implies the critical chain- 
surface contact energy 

,,=~(kTln[~]+t(t”‘-t’/‘)) n - n2’3 
(6.2a) 

(6.2b) 

for compact polymers. Application of Eq. (6.2a) to n = 14, 
with Q?(n) = 2880 and Qc(n) = 124 128, gives 
a, = - 1.56kT, which corresponds approximately to the 
midpoint of the three- to two-dimension transition of at- 
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tached chains shown in Fig. 12 (b). a, for chain lengths up to 
1000 are computed by Eq. (6.2b) and plotted in Fig. 15 for 
three values of E = - 1, - 2, and - 3kT. In the limit of 
infinite chain length, t ,C,$ - n, t :A - 2n, therefore 

kEgC = [kTln(z)+e] = -0.2lkT+e (6.3) 

and a, < E. However, it is possible that a, > E for smaller n 
because monomers situated on the conformational surface 
(not to be confused with the impenetrable planar surface) 
make fewer intrachain contacts than those in the interior, 
and this “conformational surface effect” cannot be neglected 
when n is small. 

However, for n > 200, the critical intrachain contact ener- 
gies e2 and e3 show only very gradual variations. The values 
of e2 and =e3 are comparable throughout a wide range of chain 
lengths, which implies that a chain molecule with sufficient 
intrachain attraction to become compact in two dimensions 
is likely to also be compact in three dimensions, and vice 
versa. 

We now ask: what magnitude of E is sufficient to cause 
chain molecules to adopt compact conformations? To sim- 
plify the notation, let Q, and Q, be the number of all accessi- 
ble (i.e., open) conformations and all maximally compact 
conformations in two or three dimensions, (t ) be the average 
number of intrachain contacts in the open state, and t,,,,, be 
the maximum number of intrachain contacts in the compact 
state. Thus the change in entropy in going from the open to 
the compact state is k ln( Q,/Q,). For the compact state to 
be favorable, the loss in entropy must be overcompensated 
by the gain in intrachain contact energy, which is given by 
~(4m.x - (t ) ). Hence the critical intrachain contact ener- 
gies + and + for the transition between the open and com- 
pact polymeric states in two and three dimensions are, re- 
spectively, 

According to the Flory mean-field theory,23 the ratio of 
the number of compact to all accessible conformations per 
chain segment (K/,u*) and (~~/p~) in both two and three 
dimensions may be approximated by the inverse of the base 
of natural logarithm e- ’ = 0.3678... for chains configured 
in any lattice.23*24 Moreover, for sufficiently long chain 
lengths, the ratio t max (*) /t (3) deduced from square and cubic 
lattice considerations esslitially reflects only the difference 
in coordination number in two and three dimensions, hence 
it should be a good approximation of the corresponding ratio 
in more general chain configurations not necessarily con- 
fined to specific lattices. Insofar as these premises are valid, 
the ratio of transition contact energies in two and three di- 
mensions, E*/E~, which can easily be deduced from results 
above for square and cubic lattice chains, may be a reasona- 
ble approximation of the corresponding ratio for chains con- 
figured in two and three dimensions in general. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

E* = Q;(n) 
tg& t;t,(‘) In Q:(n) [ 1 

nkT = 
tzix _ (t)(Z) In 

kT e3 = tg3a, - (t)(3) ~ = 

and 

(6.4) 

* 

(6.5) 
Exact results from exhaustive simulations of short chains in 
two and three dimensions consistently show that chain mol- 
ecules with the critical intrachain contact energies E* and es 
are indeed intermediate between open and compact. Every 
exact average compactness3 at e2 of two-dimensional chains 
exhaustively simulated for n = 9-20 falls between 0.71 and 
0.76; every exact average compactness at e3 of three-dimen- 
sional chains exhaustively simulated for n = 9-14 falls 
between 0.62 and 0.68. 

Results from exhaustive simulations of short chains are 
extrapolated to estimate the quantities (t ) (*) and (t ) (3) in 
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) for long chains. For this purpose, the 
infinite chain length n -+ 03 limit of (t ) (*j/n and (t ) ‘3)/n in 
two*’ and three** dimensions are considered, which are, re- 
spectively, estimated to be approximately 0.16 and 0.19. 
These limiting relations are substituted into Eqs. (6.4) and 
(6.5) to yield E* and e3 at long chain lengths, plotted in Fig. 
15. The figure shows that e2 and e3 for small n are more 
negative than their n+ CC) limits +-+ - 0.75kT and 
e3 + - 0.55kT. As for the variation of CT~ described above, 
this is a consequence of the “conformational surface effect.” 

We have considered the conformations of chain mole- 
cules at or near impenetrable interfaces. We have explored 
how the conformations depend on the distance of the center 
of mass of the chain from the surface, by exhaustive enu- 
meration for short chains on three-dimensional simple cubic 
lattices. We find that the conformational ensemble becomes 
restricted as the chain approaches the surface; hence there is 
an entropic repulsion and the conformations become distort- 
ed as they flatten onto the surface. We observe that as the 
chain approaches a surface, there is an enhancement of cer- 
tain conformational patterns, namely, helices, turns, and 
parallel and antiparallel sheets. We consider homopolymers 
here, for which this enhancement is statistical; it is possible 
that copolymers with specific monomer sequences, such as 
those occurring in proteins and peptides, might be induced 
to unique conformations by the presence of a surface. In this 
work, we consider homopolymer chains in an ideal solvent 
(intrachain interaction equals to 0) and homopolymer 
chains in a very poor solvent (intrachain interaction equals 
to - 3kT per monomer-monomer contact ). The latter is 
largely the class of maximally compact conformations. With 
increasing surface-chain attraction, the chains in ideal sol- 
vents undergo a flattening transition onto the surface. On the 
other hand, with increasing surface-chain attraction, the 
compact chains first undergo a “docking” transition in 
which the compact polymer sticks rigidly to the surface with 
little internal deformation, then a “flattening” transition in 
which it undergoes a transition from three to two dimen- 
sions. 
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